
 

 

• We retain our earlier forecasts, as it remains uncertain how the 

Brexit process will evolve, although in all four projections, if 

only temporary, some disruption seems inevitable. 

• Global business conditions are themselves fraught with 

uncertainty, and in each of the region’s principal export markets 

there is cause for concern, 

• Sterling remains extremely vulnerable to adverse political 

developments, and notwithstanding the monthly GDP release 

for July of 0.3% growth, second quarter data (-0.2%) coupled 

with more recent PMI-based data still suggests a technical 

recession still probable. 

• In August, WM PMI eased to 47.5 from 49.7 previously, the third 

consecutive month of contraction.  In the EM following three 

months of contraction up until July, when the PMI recorded 

48.5, the region recorded a slight improvement to 50.0 

indicating if it was not growing at least it wasn’t contracting.   

• Government deliberations over HS2 provide an opportunity for 

consideration of real infrastructure needs of an economy that 

sits at the apex of a range of global value-added supply-chains. 

• New reassessment of regional productivity suggests that 

London is most subsidised region rather than most competitive. 

• Brexit uncertainty continues to deflect consideration of effective 

regional and industrial strategies and inhibit sustainable, 

internationally competitive and domestically inclusive growth 
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Brexit – Paradox Cubed? 

As the Parliamentary fog momentarily disperses, with Parliament now prorogued, 

following the defenestration of some 21 senior Conservative MPs; the 100% voting 

record of the new government (6 defeats in 6 votes in the September session); 

various voluntary defections; Speaker/Ministerial/MP/MSP resignations; coupled with 

the Government losing control of the legislative programme, which direction will or 

can Britain take now.   

With Parliament now prorogued until the week of October 14th, it now seems 

improbable, given the Fixed-term Parliament Act, that a general election can be held 

before the middle of November.  This is obviously beyond the current Brexit deadline 

of October 31st.  However, what happens next remains beset with uncertainty.  The 

Prime Minister, notwithstanding Royal Assent being given to legislation that ensures 

British negotiators could no longer exercise any No-deal option, appears to be 

adamant that he will refuse to request an extension to the article 50 process if no 

withdrawal agreement is in place by the current Brexit date.  With Parliament now in 

control at the moment of HoC programme, it is difficult to see how the new impasse 

can be overcome. 

Accordingly, it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that the Prime Minister may 

choose to resign.  This could force the Queen to nominate Jeremy Corbyn or a more 

collegiate alternate to lead some hastily cobbled together temporary Junto of 

national unity, conceivably to proceed with EU talks.  Unless such a Junto can 

convince the EU, it has the capacity to progress and ratify an agreement, the EU-27 

may be reluctant to grant a further extension to Article 50, regardless of the fact that 

Parliament has passed legislation to avoid a No-deal exit.   

Fundamentally, as the Brexit process, if it can be called that, has evolved since the 

June 2016 Referendum, there has been much obfuscation and many contradictory 

caveats, often within the same policy strategy statements, yet there remain 

essentially two basic paradoxes that have probably thwarted progress from the 

onset. 
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Firstly, Parliament has repeatedly stated that it does not want to exit the EU without 

a deal in place. Yet, despite legislating to prevent British advocacy of a No-deal, it 

has yet to coherently define collectively what it can agree to.  Moreover, it has 

consistently rejected the Withdrawal Agreement tortuously concluded by the May 

administration with the EU, albeit by progressively narrowing majorities (from an 

initial 230 votes to some 58 at the last vote).  In the 2017 General Election what then 

could be considered the two main parties, Conservatives and Labour, both set out 

manifestoes that appeared to conclude that leaving the EU also meant leaving the 

Single Market and the Customs Union, yet this approach seems to have been 

opposed by many MPs, prohibiting progress in this direction.  There also seems to 

be scant recognition of repeated assertions by both senior EU officials and national 

leaders, that the bilaterally concluded Withdrawal Agreement is the conclusion of the 

Article 50 process and the first negotiation phase.  Indeed, the French government, 

in particular, seems reluctant to agree an extension without some meaningful, 

intelligible and mutually acceptable revisions proposed by the British.   

Given such an impasse, and increasing recognition in Dublin of the potential scale of 

potential negative consequences for the Republic of Ireland, there may a glimmer of 

hope for resolution of the Irish Backstop issue.  London may be prepared to accept a 

time-limited, perhaps 5 or 10 years or even a single All-Ireland agricultural market as 

part of a yet-to-be-devised enhanced Border Movement Facilitation Programme.  At 

this week’s meeting between Taoiseach and the Prime Minister it was however 

evident that, despite mutual recognition of the complexities of the proposed 

Backstop, achieving a mutually acceptable resolution seemed as distant as ever 

stage. 

The second more fundamental paradox, emerges from the referendum result itself.  

There are as many interpretations of the reasons for the result, as there are 

forecasts of the potential impact of Brexit.  However perhaps one of the most salient 

factors to be considered is whether EU membership failed to protect many economic 

sectors and communities from the perceived pernicious effects of globalisation over 

recent decades.  The failure to address these very real concerns with effective policy 

responses, appears to have contributed to the Leave vote, and was attributed in part 

to the EU and notably after the accession of many lower costs alternatives in central 
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and eastern Europe.  A response, if somewhat lukewarm, can be seen in the initial 

policy aspirations of Theresa May, and indeed seemingly perhaps Boris Johnson, for 

a more activist, if not interventionist industrial strategy.  Nevertheless, the policy 

aspirations of the more hard-line Brexiteers, the so-called Spartans, is for an even 

more pared-down laissez-faire state, which can only be expected to intensify 

international competitive pressures on domestic industries.  Indeed, their apparent 

lack of concern for a No-deal Brexit is the embodiment of this.  Moreover, the 

adoption by the government of such strategies could conceivably intensify the 

alienation of leave-voting constituencies, as well as consequently remain areas in 

subsequent post-Brexit elections, if vibrant economic growth does not ensue. 

The Brexit debate has also raised concern of the nature of democracy itself, with 

accusations hurled by all and sundry on the comparative knowledge base(s) of the 

various voting factions.  This challenges the fundamental notion that in a democracy 

every vote is equal.  Rather when a vote is cast it is not simply based on the relative 

attractiveness of the marketing platforms of the respective political groupings, and 

not only perceptions of programme accuracy, but also individual voters’ cumulative 

knowledge and experience.  Most especially and particularly as individual economic 

actors, built-up in the lifetime up until each voter.  To undermine the concept of the 

equality of each and every vote, threatens democracy, and it may take some period 

before any trust currently lost as a result is restored. 

Global Overview 

 

The latest available OECD composite leading indicators (June 2019) suggest the 

second half of the year will prove problematic, and is evidenced by more recent data 
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releases.  Similarly, the latest IMF assessment of global conditions, published in 

July, gives an equally downbeat conclusion.  Tensions over trade, and threats and 

counter threats of reciprocal tariff impositions between the USA and the PRC have 

undermined momentum, and going into the final quarter of the year, the fragility of 

these bilateral tensions further dampens prospects.  Furthermore, if multilateral 

commentators were disappointed by the uncertainty regarding Brexit at the first half-

year, they are probably even more exasperated by the continued lack of progress to 

a mutually satisfactory conclusion.  Add to the mix, oil-related political volatility, some 

ten years after the financial crisis the global economy appears to be entering a 

similarly problematic period. 

Accordingly, the IMF adjusted its global growth forecast to 3.2% for this year, with a 

slightly firmer 3.5% in 2020.  With subsequent GDP data releases, the IMF would 

seem to have been justified to conclude the risks were all on the downside.  The 

USA continues to be one of the stronger performers for data available for the second 

quarter, recording 2.3% y-o-y, notwithstanding the trade turbulence with the PRC.  In 

contrast, the Eurozone recorded more anemic growth of 0.2%, with Germany 

recording widely expected to ease into recession in the second half of the year, after 

0.4% y-o-y in the second quarter.  This is likely to exacerbate pressures on the 

fragile Federal coalition government, where regional elections in Brandenburg and 

Saxony underlined the challenge from the right-wing national opposition Alternative 

for Deutschland.  Furthermore, Italy contracted -0.1%y-o-y in the same period likely 

compounding political volatility, and France only registering a slightly firmer 1.4% y-

o-y adding pressure on the beleaguered Macron administration.   
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Given the protracted Brexit imbroglio, Sterling has been vulnerable to market 

perceptions of political developments, and test US$1.20 at the end of August.  More 

resilient economic data, that is it wasn’t as bad as the market anticipated, in the 

second week of September saw the currency recover above US$1.24.  Notably, the 

July GDP first monthly estimate, released this week indicated moderate growth of 

0.3%, compared to a contraction of -0.2% in the second quarter, although the rolling 

three-month average, May to July, was flat at 0.0%.  

The third quarter continues to look problematic, and the national economy remains 

vulnerable to easing into a technical recession.  National PMI data for manufacturing, 

construction and services for August, highlighted the weakening of underlying 

performance.  Manufacturing PMI indicated three consecutive months of contraction, 

falling from 48.0 in July to 47.4 in August; the Construction PMI remained becalmed 

falling from 45.3 previously to 45.0 in August; whilst the Services sector PMI 

continued its downward trajectory from 51.4 to 50.6 in August, narrowly avoiding 

registering contraction. 

Regional Overview 

 

 

Regional performance, in both the East and West Midlands, remains becalmed 

following the robust performance in the lead-up to the now postponed March 29th 

Brexit date – largely attributed to inventory build-up in anticipation of Brexit disruption 
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to supply-chains.  In August, WM PMI eased to 47.5 from 49.7 previously and the 

third consecutive month of contraction.  In the EM following three months of 

contraction up until July, when the PMI recorded 48.5, the region recorded a slight 

improvement to 50.0 indicating if it was not growing at least it wasn’t contracting.  In 

contrast to much of previous half-decade, both the EM and WM are registering 

consistently weaker performance than that achieved national and indeed were in the 

bottom half of all-regions performance. 

 

Notwithstanding the downward trajectory of Sterling, and the sudden accelerated 

depreciation during August, this has yet to be reflected in consumer price pressures.  

In part this would seem to be a result of temporary periods of relative trading 

stability, interspersed by sudden bouts of intense market pressure.  As August 

speculative pressures show, the currency, and by a consequence import prices, 

remains vulnerable to sudden shifts in market sentiment triggered by perceptions of 

adverse political developments, with US$1.15 and even beyond US$1.10 seen as 

potential horizons.  Correspondingly, positive Brexit progress could see Sterling 

rebound to levels not traded since before the referendum and inflationary pressures 

abate.  Regionally indicative PMI price data suggest the differential between input 

and output prices, in both the EM and WM, may be narrowing but these metrics 

could be transformed by Brexit.  The weakness of price pressures, could also reflect 

some weakness in domestic demand. 
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A further factor suggesting the weakness of domestic demand, are pressures in the 

labour market.  Although in terms of the formal labour force the market would appear 

comparatively tight – in the EM employment levels are at highs of 76.9% and 

unemployment lows of 4.3%, while in the equivalent levels in the WM are 74.4% and 

4.6% respectively – underlining conditions may not be as robust.  PMI data indicates 

that in marked contrast to earlier periods, since the beginning of year have eased 

considerably.   

 

Indeed, there remain significant structural problems, often localised in discrete parts 

of the regions.  In some parts of the WM, the Black Country for instance the number 
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of workless households at over 71,000 is equivalent to a fifth of all households, and 

similarly over a fifth of all children in households deemed workless. 

A further apparent weakness evident are the number of people on so-called zero-

hours contracts where there is evidence that has been rising since data became 

available.  The Midlands providing a fifth of all the work force on such contracts, and 

in terms the respective level such contracted workers in 2019 (April-June) are equal 

to 2.6% of the total WM labour force (from 3.1% in 2015), and the equivalent figures 

for the EM are 3.9% in 2019 from 2.9% in 2015.   

Nationally, in 2019 (April to June) of all those employed on zero-hours contracts, 

almost a third are classified as full-time and over two-thirds as part-time.  The 

sectors least reliant on such contracts are construction (3.4% of sectoral total) and 

production (4.9%), whereas those most dependent are Accommodation & Food 

(23.7%), Health & Social Work (17.1%), and Transport, Arts & Other Services 

(15.7%),  In terms of occupation, elementary posts (8.5%) and caring & leisure 

(5.8%) are the most dependent.  

 

Zero-hours contracts are only but one aspect of the shifts, albeit comparatively 

slowly and with great unevenness across sectors and occupations, that the structure 

of the labour market continued to evolve.  However, with close to three-quarters of 

the labour market not adopting such flexible options, there is some to go to ensure 

that the national and regional labour markets can sustain further investment in 
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Manufacturing 4.0 and increasing automation, amongst other emergent economic 

and technological challenges. 

 

Our earlier forecasts, conservatively projecting the costs for the completion of HS2 

now seem to have been accepted by the government and wider commentators.  

Whether given the revised costs it can actually deliver the benefits is now open to 

question and the government review will determine.  However, given our assertion 

that the region remains one of the most dynamic globally, but is constrained by 

inadequate local and international connectivity infrastructure, does HS2’s domestic 

orientation actually facilitate this dynamism or compromise it? 
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Continuing Puzzle of Productivity  

The region according to official continues to lag in terms of productivity compared to 

both the national average and in particular to regions of London and the South East.  

In terms of GVA per head the WM and EM are respectively 88.9% and 85.7%, whilst 

in terms of GVA per job filled, a similar disappointed performance is recorded at 89% 

and 85.3% for the WM and EM.  There are a number of factors that been deployed 

to explain this, including infrastructure, skill and investment.  However, does the data 

actually give a true insight into the relative performance of regions and sectors. 

 

Indeed, new analysis suggest that rather than been a considerable differential 

between the strongest performing regions and the weakest.  In nominal terms, for 

instance, productivity in London is seen as 179% of the national average, whereas 

the Black Country is only 68%.  However, as this the real picture, analysis 

undertaken by the Centre for Regional Economic & Social Research, at Sheffield 

Hallam University, suggest if taking into account actual factors impacting on 

productivity, the real differential is much narrower if at all.  Rather than simply use 

GVA per head, perhaps more relevant to look at the actual employed workforce, jobs 

filled and the relative position of jobs in terms of sectors and occupations.  Moreover, 

if account is taken of comparative price levels, such as imputed rent price 

differentials, London looks less of an extremely competitive and productive sector.  

Indeed, if an assessment is made of the differences between regional public sector 
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transport expenditure, London looks to be one of the most subsidised regions in 

Britain.  The difference between London and the Midlands over the ten-years 2007-

17, was equivalent to £34 billion, despite the fact that London has a population of 8.9 

million compared to the Midlands of 10.7 million. 

 

 

A further problem is the different methodology utilised to calculate the financial 

services sector GVA generation, compared to the rest of the economy.  Essentially 

for the rest of the economy, GVA is simply output costs less input costs.  However, 

for the financial services sector, the Financial Intermediation Services Indirect 

Methodology (FISIM) is adopted.  FISIM, as used in the System of National 

Accounts, estimates the GVA of financial services by calculating the interest rate 

margin between the costs of funding and the charges for lending.  The accuracy of 

FISIM has been questioned by the Independent Review of UK Economic Statistics 

led by Professor Sir Charles Bean (March 2016), and the impact of financialisation 

could be severely distorting the level of GVA actually generated by financial services.  

Recent research by Nicholas Shaxson and John Christensen on the complex 

offshore and onshore arrangements legally undertaken to maximise tax efficiency, 

also sheds some light on the potential distortion produced by the increasing 

financialisation of the wider economy.  Examining the construction of a Police 

Training Centre in Strathclyde (see Appendix 1), they found significant disparities in 
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the financial structure adopted.  The Centre is reported as having a capital value of 

£17 million, and could have been potentially funded by a bond with lifetime costs of 

approximately £35 million, with funding paid direct to the constructor.  Instead the 

Strathclyde Partnership constructed and will manage the Centre in a 26-year project 

for an estimated £111 million.  Regardless of the relative benefits of the potential 

different structures, the complexity of the ownership and financing structure adopted 

would, utilising FISIM, suggest that potentially significantly more GVA generated 

than had the public sector funded the project directly.  Conceivably the difference 

between millions of GVA and tens of millions of GVA.  Conceptually, the direct 

payment to the contract could conceivably generate GVA in the region of £2 million, 

whereas according to the System of National Accounts, the preferred structure may 

have generated in the region of £94 million (less administrative charges). 

Nevertheless, regardless of the GVA calculations, Strathclyde have an asset of £17 

million. 
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Appendix 1:     

Strathclyde Limited Partnership: structure of ownership and control 
(2016/17) including financial charges against each 

     
Hunt companies, Inc.  

(El Paso, Texas) 
   

Ultimate parent of:   Owners?? of: 

Hunt Amber Development US, LLC  Hunt Amber Holdings US, LLC (Delaware) 
Owns 35 x £1 shares (35%) of:  Owns 65 x £1 shares (65%) of:   

Hunt Amber London 1 Limited 
Owns 1 x £1 share (100%) of: 

Hunt Amber London 2 Limited  Estera Trust (Jersey) Limited 
  Ambre Holdings SARL (Lux) 

  Michael John Gregory 

  Orangetone Limited 
Majority shareholder of:     Thomas Brendan O’Shaughnessy  

Minority shareholders of 

 
    

Amber Infrastructure Group Holdings Limited 
Owns 56.9m shares @£0.0625p each of: 

Amber Infrastructure Holdings Two Limited (2 Charges) 
Owns 3.56m shares @£1 each (100%) of: 

Amber Infrastructure Holdings Limited (1 charge) 
Owns 3.56m shares @£1 each (100%) of: 

Amber Infrastructure Group Limited (3 charges) Owner? of: 
Owns 1 x £1 share (100%) of: (Empty filing history) 

International Public Partnerships GP 
Ltd 

 International Public Partnerships LP 
(27 charges) 

General Partner of:  Limited Partner of: 
IPP Holdings 1 Limited 

Owns 10,005 x £1 shares (100%)  Owns 1 x £1 share 
IPP Bond Limited  IPP Investments UK Limited 

(1 securities pledge agreement)     
General Partner of        Limited Partner of: 

IPP Investments Limited Partnership 
Owns 1000 x £1000 shares (100%) of 

Bootle Derby Holdings Limited (1 charge) 
Owns 2 x £1 share (100%) of: 

IPP PFI Holdings Limited (8 charges) 
Owns 2 x£1 share (100%) of: 

Fieldsecond Limited (2 charges) 
Owns 2 x £1 share (100%) of:  Owns 2 x £1 share (100%) of: 

Strathclyde Limited   IPP Properties (Strathclyde) Limited 
(8 charges)  (1 charge) 

General Partner of:  Limited Partner of Partner of: 
Strathclyde Limited Partnership 
Project Equity holder (100%) in: 
POLICE TRAINING CENTRE 

  

Source: Parliamentary Regional Imbalances in the UK Economy Inquiry:   
Submission from Nicholas Shaxson and John Christensen. 30th August 2019 
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Basic Data 
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Midlands Perspectives examines the comparative performance, international competitiveness and 

future prospects of the Midlands. Comments on how we could develop new perspectives on the 

regional economy are welcomed – we aim to create a dialogue rather than a monologue. 

For further information: 

info@midlandseconomicforum.co.uk 

Report Author(s) Paul Forrest, Head of Research 
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The analysis presented in this report accurately represents the personal assessment of the analyst(s) and no part 

of the compensation of the analyst(s) was, or will be directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific views 

in this report. Further information is available on request. The information contained, and any views expressed, 

herein are based on data currently available within the public domain. The contents of this Report are not a 

substitute for specific advice and should not be relied on as such. Accordingly, whilst every care has been taken 

in the preparation of this publication, no representation or warranty is made or given in respect of its contents and 

no responsibility is accepted for the consequences of any reliance placed on it by any person.  

The Midlands Economic Forum is a neutral, independent forum bringing together representatives of the public, 

private and voluntary sectors to evaluate real trends in the local economy. Midlands Economic Forum is part of 

the West Midlands Economic Forum Group. 

West Midlands Economic Forum  

8 Beaufort Way, Aldridge, WS9 0HJ  

info@midlandseconomicforum.co.uk  

www.midlandseconomicforum.co.uk 

Registered in Cardiff, number: 07025784. 
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